We consider a model of two-component dark matter based on a hidden U (1) D symmetry, in which relic densities of the dark matter are determined by forbidden channels and thermal freeze-out. The hidden U (1) D symmetry is spontaneously broken to a residual Z 4 symmetry, and the lightest Z 4 charged particle can be a dark matter candidate. Moreover, depending on the mass hierarchy in the dark sector, we have two-component dark matter. We show that the relic density of the lighter dark matter component can be determined by forbidden annihilation channels which require larger couplings compared to the normal freeze-out mechanism. As a result, a large self-interaction of the lighter dark matter component can be induced, which may solve small scale problems of ΛCDM model. On the other hand, the heavier dark matter component is produced by normal freeze-out mechanism. We find that interesting implications emerge between the two dark matter components in this framework. We explore detectabilities of these dark matter particles and show some parameter space can be tested by the SHiP experiment.
Introduction
There are some clear evidences for the existence of dark matter in the universe such as the rotation curves of spiral galaxies, the gravitational lensing effects, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements, the large scale structure of the universe and the collision of the bullet clusters. From the view point of particle physics, the most well-known and promising dark matter candidate would be the Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) with the mass of electroweak to TeV scale. This kind of dark matter has been explored through direct, indirect and collider searches. However in spite of making a great effort to find WIMPs, any clear signal of WIMPs is not found yet.
Self-interactions of dark matter which are different from gravitational force may be a key to understand the nature of dark matter. Self-interactions may give a solution for the small scale problems of the standard cosmological model (the so-called ΛCDM model) such as the cusp-core, too-big-to-fail and missing satellites problems. The cusp-core problem is that the profile of dark matter inferred by N-body simulation with collisionless dark matter does not match with that estimated from the observation of the rotation curves of the spiral galaxies. The too-big-to-fail problem is that subhalos inferred by simulations with cold dark matter is too dense compared to the observations in the Milky Way. The missing satellites problem is that the predicted number of the subhalos in the local group is an order of magnitude more than the number of the observed satellites. The required magnitude of the self-interacting cross section in order to solve these problems is roughly given by σ/m ∼ 0.5 − 50 cm 2 /g where σ is the self-interacting cross section and m is the dark matter mass [1] . One should note that the collision of the bullet clusters gives an upper bound on the self-interacting cross section as σ/m < 1.25 cm 2 /g [2] . Another implication of self-interacting dark matter is the recent observation of the cluster Abell 3827 at which it is measured an off-set of 1.62 kpc between the center of the dark matter sub-halo and the galaxy with 3.3 σ confidence level [3] . This may be understood with a large self-interaction of dark matter, and the required magnitude of the self-interacting cross section is σ/m ∼ O(1) cm 2 /g [3, 4] . Understanding such a large self-interaction of dark matter with typical WIMPs may be difficult since the ratio of cross section and dark matter mass σ/m is roughly scaled by σ/m ∝ m −3 , thus the ratio σ/m sharply decreases with increasing dark mater mass. A Strongly Interacting Massive Particle (SIMP) is one of the good candidates which can have large self-interacting cross section [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
1 In addition, the candidate which is a kind of WIMPless dark matter [14] produced by forbidden channels is another possibility to obtain a large self-interacting cross section [13, 15, 16] .
On the other hand, although the dark matter existing in the universe is normally assumed to be occupied by one-component for simplicity, this assumption is not necessary and the dark matter can be composed of multi-particles in general. If multi-component dark matter is assumed, some interesting phenomenology is expected to occur. For example, if the second dark matter component is sub-dominant and has large self-interaction, this sub-dominant component may form a disk like the normal matter, which is discussed as Double Disk Dark Matter in Refs. [17, 18] . In this case, different properties for indirect and direct detection of dark matter would emerge. Other implications of multi-component dark matter also have been explored [19] . Some UV complete models with multi-component dark matter and its phenomenology have been explored based on the simplest Z 4 symmetry [20] , radiative neutrino masses [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , hidden gauge symmetries [26] [27] [28] , Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry [29] , Z 2 × U (1) P Q symmetry [30] , gauged U (1) B−L symmetry [31] and Kaluza-Klein theory [32] .
In this paper, we consider a hidden U (1) D extension of the Standard Model (SM), which is spontaneously broken to the residual Z 4 symmetry. Due to the remnant symmetry and an assumption of mass hierarchy, two particles in the dark sector can be stabilized. We discuss the two dark matter components in this model. The relic density of the lighter component can be determined by forbidden channels while that for the heavier component is fixed by thermal freeze-out. As a consequence, self-interacting cross section for the lighter dark matter can be large enough to solve the small scale problems. The two dark matter components are closely correlated with each other and those implications are also discussed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, details of the model are presented, and some basic constraints relevant to new particles are discussed. The relic density and self-interaction of two-component dark matter are discussed and numerically evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to give detection properties of the two dark matter components. Summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.
The Model
We consider the model extended with the hidden U (1) D gauge symmetry. The new particle contents and the charge assignments of the U (1) D symmetry are shown in Tab. 1. The new complex scalar Σ which develops a vacuum expectation value (VEV), and two new inert complex scalars S and χ are introduced to the SM, where the U (1) D charge of Σ is normalized to 1. This normalization would be relevant to perturbativity of the U (1) D gauge coupling. Namely, the combination of the U (1) D charge and gauge coupling is bounded from above, and fixing the largest U (1) D charge in the hidden particles to be one would be reasonable to consider the perturbative gauge coupling. This model is automatically anomaly free since we add only new complex scalars. The kinetic terms of the new particles are given by (1) is the kinetic mixing between the U (1) Y and U (1) D gauge fields which gives the interaction between the SM and the hidden sector particles. In fact, non-zero kinetic mixing is required to ensure that the SM and the dark sector particles are in thermal (kinetic) equilibrium at the early universe. 2 The off-diagonal kinetic term given by the kinetic mixing can be diagonalized to obtain the physical mass eigenstates of the gauge bosons. The detailed discussion of the diagonalization has been given in Refs. [8, 11] for example. In particular, when a light Z gauge boson (m Z m Z ) is considered as we will see below, the matrix of the kinetic terms is diagonalized within good approximation with the following replacement
where γ ≡ cos θ W and θ W is the Weinberg angle. The kinetic mixing γ is experimentally constrained as γ 10 −3 for m Z ∼ MeV-GeV as we will see later. The full renormalizable scalar potential is written down as
We assume that only the SM Higgs doublet Φ and the new complex scalar Σ have VEVs ( Σ Φ ) as denoted by
The U (1) D symmetry is spontaneously broken by the VEV of Σ, and the mass of Z gauge boson is generated due to the symmetry breaking as
For hierarchical VEVs Σ Φ , a light Z boson (m Z m Z ) is obtained. In the scalar potential, the cubic term (κ/2)ΣS 2 induces a mass splitting between the CP-even and odd states of S after the U (1) D symmetry breaking. Their masses are given by
where S is decomposed as S = (s R +is I )/ √ 2. Hereafter we assume that the parameter κ is small, namely the mass splitting between s R and s I is small enough. However one should note that the parameter κ is bounded from below. It is relevant to the inelastic scattering for direct detection of dark matter s I .
3 If κ is small enough, the inelastic scattering with electron via the Z gauge boson exchange s I e − → s R e − may give a constraint on this model. In order to evade this inelastic scattering, the parameter κ is constrained as κ m s I v 2 /2 where m s I ≈ Σ m s R −m s I is assumed. Here v ∼ 10 −3 is the dark matter velocity in the present universe. Thus for example, if m s I ∼ 200 MeV, the lower bound for κ is given by κ 100 eV. Another lower bound of the parameter κ is induced from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). This is because the successful BBN is spoiled if the CPeven state s R has a too long lifetime (τ s R 0.1 s) [33, 34] . Assuming m s R − m s I m e , the decay width of s R can roughly be computed as
From this formula, fixing m s I ≈ m Z /2, g D = 1, γ = 10 −7 for example, the lower bound of κ is derived as
Therefore one can see that the BBN constraint is stronger and we take the parameter κ satisfying the BBN constraint in the following discussion. When the relic density of the dark matter is computed, we can neglect the mass difference between s R and s I , and thus S is regarded as a complex scalar particle because s R and s I are thermalized in the early universe. On the other hand, the mass difference cannot be neglected when detection properties such as direct and indirect detection rates are computed in the current universe. The mass of χ is given by
The neutral component of the SM Higgs doublet φ 0 and the scalar σ in the dark sector mix with each other, and the mass matrix can be diagonalized as
where the minimum conditions of the scalar potential are imposed. The mass eigenstates h and H are understood as the SM-like Higgs boson with m h = 125 GeV and an extra (dark) Higgs boson, respectively. The gauge eigenstates φ 0 and σ can be rewritten by the mass eigenstates as
The mixing angle sin α is constrained by the electroweak precision data, Higgs coupling measurements and direct search for a new scalar, and the current bound is given by sin α 0.01 for m H 5 GeV [35, 36] . In this mass region, the strongest bound is given by the decay mode B → K [37] [38] [39] [40] . Since the mass of the extra Higgs boson H is basically given by m
. Therefore, if the gauge coupling is taken as g D ∼ 1, the mass m H cannot be much larger than m Z due to the perturbativity of the couplings.
The invisible decay of the SM-like Higgs boson h also gives a constraint on the quartic couplings in the scalar potential. The current upper bound of the branching fraction into the invisible decay mode is given as Br(h → inv) ≤ 0.28 [41] by the ATLAS Collaboration and Br(h → inv) ≤ 0.24 [42] by the CMS Collaboration at 95% confidence level. If the value of the ATLAS Collaboration is taken as a conservative limit, this upper bound can be translated into the upper bound of the invisible decay width as Γ inv ≤ 1.6 MeV where Γ SM h = 4.1 MeV is used [43] . In this model, the possible invisible decay channels are given by h → HH, s R s R , s I s I , (χχ † ) and each decay width is computed as
with
where since the CP-even and odd states s R and s I are nearly degenerate, these contributions are approximated by Γ SS † . Thus if all the hidden particles are much lighter than the SM-like Higgs boson, the couplings are constrained as
In the following analysis, we discuss parameter regions in which the above constraints are satisfied.
In this model, a remnant Z 4 symmetry remains after the U (1) D symmetry breaking as one can see from Tab. 1. Due to this Z 4 symmetry, the decay of χ is forbidden and thus χ can be a dark matter candidate. Moreover, depending on the mass hierarchy, we may have a second dark matter component s I because the decay of s I is forbidden if m s I ≤ 2m χ is satisfied. In the following, we consider two-component dark matter composed of s I and χ with the mass hierarchy m s I (≈ m s R ) m Z , m H < m χ . In particular, we are interested in the mass region of m s I O(100) MeV and m χ 1 GeV for large self-interaction induced by the lighter component s I . There are two kinds of interactions between dark matter and the SM particles which are the gauge coupling g D and the Higgs couplings in the scalar potential. Both interactions would play an important role for dark matter phenomenology. Note that a certain degree of parameter tuning is needed to achieve the hierarchical masses between the two dark matter components in this model. 4 The magnitude of the tuning would be the same order as that in the SM in which one needs a tuning in order to obtain the hierarchical fermion masses.
Dark Matter

Relic Density
In general, the coupled Boltzmann equations for two-component dark matter S and χ should be solved in order to compute the relic densities since in addition to the standard annihilation processes, various processes such as co-annihilations, semi-annihilations and conversion processes between two dark matter components should be taken into account.
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For example, the semi-annihilation processes χχ → SH, Sh occur if the quartic coupling λ is large enough, however these processes and the other semi-annihilation processes can be neglected by assuming small couplings κ, µ and λ. Since we focus on a large mass hierarchy between two dark matter species (m S m χ ), the equations are almost decoupled and given by Thus one can independently solve the Boltzmann equations for each dark matter particle. The heavier state χ would firstly decouple from the thermal bath before the decoupling of the lighter state S. This is naively expected since the mass hierarchy among the two dark matter particles are sufficiently large. The number densities n S and n χ are defined by the total number densities of (S,S † ) and (χ,χ † ), respectively. Because of this, the factor 1/2 in front of the cross sections appears in Eq. (22) and (23) . The thermally averaged cross sections σ S v and σ χ v should include all the possible annihilation channels. The two dark matter components should have comparable relic density, otherwise this model can be effectively regarded as one-component dark matter model. The criterion for the range of the dark matter fraction is controversial. In this paper, we consider the fraction of each dark matter component should be larger than 10%.
Relic Density of S
The possible annihilation channel for the lighter dark matter state S is SS † → f f where f is a SM fermion. However this process is suppressed by the small kinetic mixing γ 10 −3 or the Higgs mixing sin α, thus cannot reproduce the observed relic density. In addition, since we consider the case of m S < m Z , m H , one may think the annihilation processes SS † → Z Z , HH are kinematically forbidden. However the thermally averaged annihilation cross sections for these processes are not exactly zero because particles in the early universe have an energy distribution like the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Thus it is possible to reproduce the correct relic density by the forbidden channels [13, 15, 16, 44] . The thermally averaged annihilation cross sections for the forbidden channels are suppressed by the Boltzmann factor, thus the order of the magnitude of the couplings required to reproduce the correct relic density would be larger than the case of normal WIMPs.
In this model, the relevant diagrams for the forbidden channels SS † → Z Z , HH are shown in Fig. 1 . Assuming CP invariance, the thermally averaged annihilation cross section for the process SS † → XX can be written with the opposite process as [15] σv
where X = Z or H, g X is the degrees of freedom for X (g Z = 3 and g H = 1), ∆ X = (m X − m S )/m S and z S = m S /T . The factor 2 in the middle of Eq. (24) appears because we defined n S as the total number density of S and S † . Each cross section σv XX→SS † for X = Z and H is given by
in the non-relativistic limit (v → 0). The new parameters in Eq. (25) and (26) are defined by
The decay width for the extra Higgs boson H is given by Γ H = Γ Z Z + Γ SS † + Γ ee (+Γ µµ ). Each decay width is computed as
where y f is the SM Yukawa coupling for the fermion f . The relic density of the lighter dark matter particle S can be determined by solving the Boltzmann equation in Eq. (22) with sum of these cross sections for the forbidden channels.
In the above computation of the relic density, the thermal equilibrium between the dark sector and the SM sector is implicitly assumed. The condition for (kinetic) thermal equilibrium is given by Γ kin > H at the freeze-out temperature of dark
± , the scattering cross section σ el v could be too small to keep the thermal equilibrium. If the condition for thermal equilibrium is not satisfied, the temperature of the dark sector would differentiate from that of the SM sector, and it could make the above computation change if the difference of the temperature is large enough.
In some parameter space, the 3-to-2 annihilation processes like SSS † → SZ may be relevant in the mass range we focus on. Such a process may compete with the forbidden channels discussed above. If the 3-to-2 annihilation processes are dominant and the relic density is determined by these processes, the dark matter particle S would be identified as a so-called SIMP candidate [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 12] . Since considering a SIMP dark matter candidate in this model requires a certain degree of parameter tuning so that the 3-to-2 processes become dominant, we do not consider this possibility.
Relic Density of χ
For the heavier dark matter particle χ, three annihilation channels into the particles in the dark sector χχ † → Z Z , SS † , HH exist. The relevant diagrams for the annihilation channel χχ † → Z Z are shown in the top of Fig. 2 . The annihilation cross section is given by
in the non-relativistic limit (v → 0) where the contribution of the s-channel diagrams mediated by the Higgs bosons h, H can be neglected with small couplings λ Φχ , λ Σχ 1. In fact, such small couplings are required to evade the strong constraint of the dark matter direct detection experiments. The annihilation channel χχ † → HH in the second line of Fig. 2 and the channels into the SM particles also exist. These may affect to the computation of the relic density of χ, however these channels can be regarded as subdominant compared to the channel χχ † → Z Z due to λ Φχ , λ Σχ 1. The additional annihilation process χχ † → SS † shown in the bottom of Fig. 2 may also be relevant, and the annihilation cross section for this process can be computed as
However as one can see from the formula, the annihilation cross section is suppressed by the dark matter relative velocity v, thus this contribution to the total annihilation cross section would be sub-dominant. For the heavier dark matter χ, one should take into account the non-perturbative effect which is so-called Sommerfeld effect if the Z gauge boson is much lighter than the dark matter particle χ as in our case. In this case, the wave function of the two dark matter particles in the initial state is distorted by long-range force, and the annihilation cross section would be enhanced [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . The Sommerfeld enhancement factor can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation for the two body dark matter state ψ(r) which is given by
Here r is the distance between the two dark matter particles. This Schrödinger equation is solved under the boundary condition dψ/dr(∞) = 0 and ψ(0) = 1, and then the Sommerfeld factor is given by S F ≡ |ψ(∞)|
2 . An approximate analytic solution for the Schrödinger equation is given by [50] where
We use this formula in numerical calculations below. Thus the thermally average annihilation cross section for the channel χχ † → Z Z with the Sommerfeld effect is given by
where z χ = m χ /T . One can see that when S F = 1 in Eq. (39), the formula without the Sommerfeld effect is recovered [44] .
Self-interacting Cross Section
Strong self-interaction of dark matter is required in order to solve the small scale problems: cusp-core, too-big-to-tail and missing satellites problems. The required magnitude of the self-interacting cross section is quite large as σ/m ∼ 0.5 − 50 cm 2 /g [1] . Reproducing such a large self-interacting cross section may be difficult for the dark matter with above electroweak scale mass. However it is possible to achieve it if the mass of dark matter is below GeV scale, and we have such a candidate s I in this model.
The self-interacting cross section for s I is given by the process s I s I → s I s I whose complete diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 , and is computed as
where µ Hs I s I is given by µ HSS † in Eq. (30) for κ ≈ 0, and the contribution of the SMlike Higgs boson is neglected. Note that only the Higgs couplings contribute to the selfinteracting cross section at the tree level. The gauge coupling does not give a contribution because it gives only an inelastic scattering cross section s I s I → s R s R . Since two dark matter components exist in this model, the required value of the selfinteracting cross section for solving the small scale problems is scaled by the fraction of the s I component in the total dark matter relic density. Thus it would be convenient to define the effective self-interacting cross section with where the parameters Ω s I and Ω exp ≈ 0.12/h 2 (h is the dimensionless Hubble constant at the current time) are the relic density of s I and the experimentally observed total dark matter relic density, respectively.
The self-interacting cross section for the heavier dark matter state χ can also be computed in the same way as the dark matter s I . Since the cross section decreases as the dark matter mass increases, the cross section for the heavier state χ is expected to be small. Even if the mass of χ is larger than the electroweak scale, the self-interacting cross section may be enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect [51, 52] . However since the effect is not so important for the parameter space we are interested in, we neglect it.
Numerical Computations
The relic density and self-interacting cross section can numerically be computed. Fig. 4 shows the parameter space where the fraction f χ ≡ Ω χ /Ω exp gives 0.1 < f χ < 0.9 in the plane of (m χ , g D ) for m Z = 100 MeV. The red and the green regions respectively give the results with and without the Sommerfeld effect. One can see that the Sommerfeld effect becomes effective when m χ 100 GeV, which makes the required value of g D smaller.
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In the left plots in Fig. 5 , the contours generating the centre value of the observed relic density Ω s I h 2 + Ω χ h 2 = 0.12 are shown in the plane of (m s I , ∆ Z ) where the dark matter mass m χ is fixed to be m χ = 5 GeV in the upper panel and m χ = 400 GeV in the lower panel. The other relevant parameters are fixed to be λ S = λ ΣS = 2 and ∆ H = 1.1. The quartic couplings λ ΦΣ and λ ΦS should be small enough to evade the constraint of the Higgs invisible decay, and λ Σ should be taken such that λ Σ Σ λ ΦΣ Φ for the reasonable mass matrix in the upper line of Eq. (13) . Each line of red, green and blue corresponds to f χ = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. When the Z gauge boson mass is light enough (m Z m χ ), the relic density of the heavier dark matter component χ is almost determined by two parameters, g D and m χ . Thus the hidden gauge coupling g D is also fixed for each colored line to get the fixed fraction f χ .
From the plots, one can see that the Z mass should be m Z 2m s I (∆ Z 1). In this parameter set, the forbidden channel SS † → Z Z is dominant in most of the parameter region since the dark Higgs mass is fixed to be m H = 2.1m S (∆ H = 1.1) which is too heavy to induce the forbidden channel SS † → HH. In addition, one can see that the required value of ∆ Z becomes smaller for heavier m S . This is because the thermally averaged cross section σv SS † →Z Z given by Eq. (24) is roughly scaled as σv SS † →Z Z ∼ e −2∆ Z z S /m 2 S , which should be almost constant to explain the observed relic density. Therefore the decrease in the cross section due to heavier m S must be compensated by the reduction of ∆ Z . 
Detection Properties
Indirect Detection
In this model, the energetic e ± are produced through the annihilation of the heavier dark matter particle χχ † → Z Z → e + e − e + e − because the main decay mode of the Z gauge boson is Z → e + e − . 7 Furthermore, the annihilation cross section for this channel is enhanced by the Sommerfeld effect of the light mediator Z . Thus, as can be seen in Eq. (35), the parameters m χ and g D relevant to the annihilation cross section of χ are strongly constrained by the AMS-02 positron observation [57] . The constraints on the annihilation cross sections for the specific channels such as e + e − , µ
are given in Ref. [58] , and the constraint for the final state e + e − is especially strong. In order to apply this bound for our case conservatively, we define the effective cross section into e + e − e + e − by
where the factor 2 comes from two pairs of e + e − generated for each annihilation. 8 We impose the constraint that this effective cross section should be smaller than the AMS-02 bound for the channel e + e − [58] . The bound for e + e − obtained by assuming the Einasto profile and the MED propagation model in Ref. [58] is translated into e + e − e + e − as shown in Fig. 7 . One should note that the upper bounds include some uncertainties such as the dark matter density profiles and the diffusion models. From Fig. 7 , one can see that m χ 800 GeV is required to evade the AMS-02 constraint for f χ = 0.9, and m χ 300 GeV for f χ = 0. mass of the dark matter component χ should be typically larger than the electroweak scale in order to satisfy 0.1 < f χ < 0.9. Due to this constraint, the numerical computations for m χ = 5 GeV in Fig. 5 and 6 are already excluded. For m χ = 400 GeV, only the blue line for f χ = 0.9 would be excluded. If a heavier m χ is taken, f χ can be larger, however a larger gauge coupling g D is required to reproduce the correct relic density, which should be perturbative.
Direct Detection
Since the mass scale of the lighter dark matter particle s I in this model is a few MeV to several hundred MeV, it would be difficult to detect it via direct detection with nuclei. However there is a chance to explore via direct detection with electron as shown in the left diagram in Fig. 8 where the elastic scattering of the lighter dark matter particle s I with electron occurs via the Higgs couplings. The spin independent cross section is computed as
where µ hs I s I (= µ hSS † ) and µ Hs I s I (= µ HSS † ) are given by Eq. (19) and (30), respectively. The cross section is very suppressed by the electron Yukawa coupling (the electron mass). The scattering event with electron can be searched by direct detection experiments with current technology [59, 60] . The current strongest upper bound for the elastic cross section is given by XENON10 as σ DD 10 −38 cm 2 [61] at the dark matter mass of around 100 MeV. On the other hand, the typical order of the cross section given by Eq. (43) is σ S DD ∼ 10 −45 cm 2 for m s I ∼ m H ∼ 100 MeV and µ hs I s I ∼ µ Hs I s I ∼ 1 GeV, thus this constraint is easily satisfied. The experimental sensitivity can reach to the order of σ DD ∼ 10 −43 cm 2 with future experiments [59] . In particular, high sensitivity is achieved for the experiments using Germanium since the ionization threshold of Germanium is lower than the other elements such as Xenon and Argon.
For the heavier dark matter particle χ, since the mass should be above the electroweak scale as derived from the indirect detection constraint, the most stringent bound on the relevant parameters is given by the elastic scatting with a proton as shown in the centre and right diagrams in Fig. 8 . The elastic scattering cross section for χ with a proton is computed as
where m p is the proton mass m p = 938 MeV, the coefficient f p q is given in Ref. [62] and
The first and second terms in Eq. (44) correspond to the centre and right diagrams in Fig. 8 , respectively. This spin independent cross section for χ is strongly constrained because the mediators Z and H are much lighter than the dark matter mass m χ . The effective spin-independent cross section defined by σ χ DD (Ω χ /Ω exp ) should be compared with the experimental limits since the limits are derived for one-component dark matter. Under our assumptions λ Φχ , λ Σχ 1, we focus on the case that the Z gauge boson contribution is dominant (the first term in Eq. (44)). In this case, the upper bound on the kinetic mixing γ is obtained depending on the fraction f χ of the total relic density as shown by the black lines in Fig. 9 . The upper region of the black lines are excluded by the direct detection experiments. The colored regions, except for the green region, have already been excluded by the experiments (beam dump experiments [63] , HPS [63] , SN1987A [64] , NA48/2 [65] , Babar [66] , MESA [67] , SHiP [68] ). The kinetic mixing gives a new contribution to anomalous magnetic moment of a charged lepton and the green region in Fig. 9 can account for the deviation between the experiment and the SM prediction for muon anomalous magnetic moment [69] . The required order of the kinetic mixing is roughly γ ∼ 10 −3 , while γ 10 −7 or 10 −8 is needed in our scenario of multicomponent dark matter because of the strong direct detection bound for the heavier dark matter particle χ. In addition, the region of γ ∼ 10 −3 has already been excluded by the other experiments.
In order to be consistent with getting the large self-interacting cross section for solving the small scale problems, 0.1 cm 2 /g ≤ σ eff self /m s I ≤ 1 cm 2 /g , we found in Section 3 that the mass of Z gauge boson is m Z 1 GeV. Fig. 9 shows that the kinetic mixing γ should be γ ∼ 10 −10 − 10 −9 for m Z ∼ O(100) MeV and γ ∼ 10 −9 − 10 −8 for m Z O(100) MeV with 0.1 < f χ < 0.9. The region of m Z 50 MeV is excluded by the constraint of SN1987A [64] . Even for such a small kinetic mixing, some parameter space with m Z of several hundred MeV can be tested by the SHiP (Search for Hidden Particles) experiment which is a newly proposed proton beam on target (tungsten) experiment [68, 70] . One more point is that a cancellation between the two different contributions mediated by the Z gauge boson and the Higgs bosons may be possible (see Eq. (44)). In this case, the strong upper bound for the kinetic mixing would partially be relaxed. Since the magnitude of the kinetic mixing γ is very small, the dark matter particles cannot be in kinetic equilibrium with the SM particles via the kinetic mixing. Instead of that the thermalization with the SM particles is realized by the couplings in the scalar potential. Figure 9 : Current constraint on the kinetic mixing γ and future sensitivities including beam dump experiments [63] , HPS [63] , SN1987A [64] , NA48/2 [65] , Babar [66] , MESA [67] , SHiP [68] . The black lines correspond to the upper bounds obtained by direct detection of the heavier dark matter particle χ when the Z mediated contribution is dominant in Eq. (44).
Summary and Conclusions
We have considered the model extended with the hidden U (1) D gauge symmetry. Due to the remnant Z 4 symmetry, the hidden scalar χ can be a dark matter candidate. In addition, since the decay of the light scalar s I is kinematically forbidden, s I can be a second dark matter component. We have discussed the phenomenology of the two dark matter components. The relic density of the lighter dark matter s I can be determined by the forbidden channels into the Z gauge boson and the extra dark Higgs boson H while that of the heavier state χ is dictated by the normal annihilation channel into the Z gauge boson. In this framework, the mass scale of the lighter dark matter particle s I is typically 1 MeV m s I O(100) MeV and the couplings can be larger than the typical WIMP or WIMPless dark matter because the relic density of s I is produced by forbidden channels, thus the lighter dark matter particle s I can generate a large self-interacting cross section to solve the small scale problems of ΛCDM model.
We have also taken into account the constraints of indirect detection and direct detection of dark matter. From the constraint of indirect detection, the mass of the heavier dark matter state χ should be larger than electroweak scale. The constraint of direct detection for the heavier dark matter χ is very strong since the elastic scattering with a nucleon can be induced by the light Z gauge boson. To avoid this constraint, the kinetic mixing γ and the scalar couplings between the heavier dark matter particle χ and the Higgs bosons should be very small. Nevertheless, if the Z gauge boson is m Z 200 MeV and γ 10 −8 , the model can be tested by the SHiP future experiment.
